
Steps for use
These instructions are to be used as a reference guide only. Please refer to the full instructions for use prior to using this product.

For atraumatic removal of Ella oesophageal stents

Capture the retrieval loop and pull back the blue and red sections, to retract the hook 

into the inner extractor tip.

Insert scope until proximal end of stent & retrieval loop is visible. Insert inner extractor 

through the working channel of the scope until the distal end is visible. Pull ‘blue wedge’ 

back until it touches the ‘red hook control’ section.

Push forward both the red and blue sections until they touch the white marker, to 

release the capture hook.

Hold red hub & push forward the ‘blue wedge’ to lock 

hook within inner extractor tip to prevent accidental loss 

of retrieval loop.

Hold & maintain position of 

the yellow hub/handle. Slowly 

push the blue hub/handle 

forward to distally advance 

the outer sheath & capture 

the stent.

Check that the stent is fully 

captured.

Remove the scope & insert the extractor ‘overtube’ using 

fluoroscopic guidance to determine the distal position.

Gripping both the yellow and blue hubs, withdraw the entire extractor device. The stent is 

now removed.

A. Gently pull back inner extractor until you feel & see 

the proximal end of the stent start to purse. Hold in place 

once resistance is felt.

1. Unlock 
Pull back blue wedge

2. Deploy hook
Push forward both 
blue wedge and 
red hook sections 
together

3. Retract hook
Pull back both blue 
and red sections

3. Lock
Separate blue and 
red sections by 
firmly pulling apart

Bowden hook control at a glance: blue: wedge / red: hook
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